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ABSTRACT 

This report documents the development, verification, and use instructions for an automated Klc data 
reduction program written in the Hewlett Packard Visual Engineering Environment (HP VEE) 
programming language. Currently, when the standard test method Plane - Strain Fracture 
Toughness of Metallic Materials (Klc), is performed, the data is reduced manually. Data reduction 
includes 15 detailed calculations required by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 
E399 to determine the validity of the computed Klc value. Manual data reduction is both time 
consuming, tedious, and prone to errors. Since all Klc tests are completed using a data acquisition 
system to digitally record time, load, and crack opening displacement (COD); automation of Klc data 
reduction using a computer program to perform all calculations rapidly, enables processing of a large 
amount of data. The Klc data reduction program reduces any computer American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange (ASCII) data file. Thus, the Klc data reduction program is also used to over 
check tests performed at other facilities. The program was qualified based on mechanical properties 
of commercial alloy specimens. 

Key features of the Klc data reduction program are: 

1. The program plots load vs. COD on the screen from the digital data. 
2. Based on two points, picked by the user encompassing the linear portion of the curve, the program 

performs a linear regression analysis on the data between these points and plots a 5% secant line. 
3. Based on the intersection between the 5% secant line and raw data, the program determines the . 

loads P5 and Pal the maximum load, and the curve type and then the results are displayed on the 
screen 

calculations and validity checks are performed. 

file, a printer, both, or neither. 

4. After the user has inputted specimen properties, dimensions, and other pretest information, 

5. The results are then displayed to the screen for the user to review; then they can be written to a 

6. All user inputs are retained and need not be reentered if additional iterations need to be complefed . . ..$ on the same specimen. * _  .a 
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Fracture Toughness (KlcI - Data Reduction Program 

Introduction 

Sometimes structures, which were properly designed to avoid excessive elastic deflection and plastic 
yielding fail in a catastrophic way by, fast fracture. Common to these failures is the preexistence of flaws 
in the materials that initiate cracks that grow and lead to fracture. This has lead, in a sense, to the need 
for a determination of fracture toughness (K,c) in order to characterize fracture resistance of low ductility 
material to support fail-safe design analyses. 

The Klc value is a material property just as the yield strength is a material property. But, like any 
material property, it is influenced by material composition, heat treatment processes, test temperature at 
which the material will be exposed to during its life, loading rate, etc. A Klc value can be used to 
quantitatively establish the effects of material composition or heat treatment, or manufacturing 
operations such as forming or welding, on the fracture performance of new or existing materials. In 
service evaluations, a K c  value can be used to determine the maximum flaw size that can be allowed in 
a material in a specific application for a prescribed stress level. Conversely, it can be used to determine 
an allowable stress level that can be used safely in a specific application for a given flaw size. A Klc 
value can also be used to establish acceptance specifications and manufacturing quality control. 

A Klc value is independent of geometry as long as the specimen meets the size requirements of E 399. 
The derivation of K is based on a linear elastic solution. The state of stress at the crack tip of the test 
specimen used to determine Klc should approximate linear elastic conditions. In order to insure that the 
state of stress is linearly elastic, the specimen’s thickness must be such that plane strain conditions 
exist. 

Currently, when a Klc test is performed, the data is reduced manually using a two-page work sheet. The 
calculations are required to determine if the specimen was precracked properly, if the test itself is valid, 
and if the specimen is of proper size. In all, 15 calculations and validity checks must be performed. This 
manual approach is time consuming, tedious, and prone to errors. Currently, all K c  tests are completed 
using a data acquisition system (DAS) to digitally record time, load, and front- face crack opening 
displacement (COD). To make the lab more efficient and to better utilize the digital data, a Klc data 
reduction program was developed to automate the calculations and validity checks and eliminate the 
manual data reduction. 

Manual Method Usinn an Analog X-Y Chart Recorder 

ASTM E 399 requires obtaining a graphical plot of load versus crack opening displacement (COD). One 
of the initial steps in preparing for a Klc test is properly setting the analog X-Y chart recorder scales. 
This is directly related to material and specimen geometry, and both the maximum load and maximum 
COD must be estimated. Therefore, to insure no analog data is lost, these scales must be set greater 
than the estimated maximum load and maximum COD. This may result in the graphs being so small 
that reading the load is very difficult (see Fig. 4). One of the validity requirements of E 399 is that the 
initial slope of the linear portion of the curve must be between 0.7 and 1.5 and a small error in estimating 
the initial slope can invalidate the results. The combination between the load cell range and X-Y chart 
recorder scale must be such that the load Pa can be determined with an accuracy of & 1%. Thus, the 
accuracy of the load Pa will be greater the larger the scale of the analog X-Y chart recorder. Once the 
maximum load and maximum COD is determined from the first test, the analog scales can be adjusted 
accordingly. However, this new adjustment still does not guarantee that the initial slope will lie between 
0.7 and 1.5 for the next specimens. 
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To illustrate some of the problems using an X-Y chart recorder, consider the following: Even though 
Figures 1 and 2 were obtained from the same aluminum alloy, similar specimens can differ measurably. 
The load scale for curve # I  was adjusted for the second specimen to record an expected maximum load 
of approximately 4100 Ibs.; this was in error. The second specimen tested (Fig. 2), reached a maximum 
load which was over 1000 Ibs. greater than the first specimen. As seen in Figure 2, the wrong scale was 
chosen for curve #I. The pen would have reached the maximum travel limit of the X-Y chart recorder 
before the maximum load had been recorded. Also, if the entire test were recorded using Curve #I, it 
would have failed to meet the required slope tolerance. So, the test was suspended, the load scale was 
changed, and the test resumed. Curve #2 is the remainder of the test plotted on a reduced scale. 
Therefore, the X-Y chart recorder must be carefully and continuously monitored in order that no physical 
limits on the recorder or scale limits are exceeded. 

By recording the data digitally, recording errors are eliminated and recording the data digitally reduces 
the need for spare specimens of each type/heat. Digital recording also eliminates operator setup of the 
X-Y chart recorder. This saves the expense of machining spare specimens and potential difficulties the 
amount of available material. 

Manual Data Reduction 

Once the recorder has been properly set and a test completed, the user must calculate a conditional 
value of the fracture toughness value, KO, then perform the required calculations and validity checks to 
determine if a valid Klc, fracture toughness value, was achieved. 

The calculation of KQ begins with determining the load PQ from the graph. In order to determine the load 
Pa, a qualifying load P5 is determined by drawing a line starting at the origin of the graph and through the 
initial slope of the linear portion of the curve. Note: The origin is defined as the intersection of the line 
through the initial slope of the linear portion of the curve and the COD axis. A secant line is then drawn 
through the same origin of the graph with the slope equal to 95% of the initial slope of the linear portion 
of the curve. P5 is determined from the intersection of the secant line and the data curve. Pa is 
determined in the following manner: If the load at every point on the graph which precedes P5 is lower 
than PSI then P, is equal to P5 (Type I curve, Fig. 4 series); if, however, there is a maximum load 
preceding P5 which exceeds it, then this maximum load is P, (Types II and Ill, Fig. 1-3 series). It should 
be noted that the origin of the graph is sometimes not easily discernible. This is due to the fact that 
some nonlinearity often occurs at the beginning of a test. This nonlinearity is caused in part to crack 
closure and friction effects. It is important that the initial slope of the linear portion of the curve be 
determined with a high degree of accuracy. 

With a completed test and the specimen now in two pieces, post-test measurements must be performed 
on the fracture surface. These measurements consist of five crack lengths measured at equally spaced 
increments across the thickness of the specimen. The three inner crack lengths are then averaged and 
used with Pa to calculate KO. Once KO has been determined, the user must then perform the remaining 
post-test calculations that will be used to evaluate the validity of K,. The sequence of calculations and 
validity checks may be viewed in the work sheets in Appendix A. 

K,, is then calculated using the final load at which the specimen was precracked. kt,is then 
calculated. K,,, is directly proportional to the loading rate (Ibs./min) of the specimen. Klc tests are 
controlled to a fixed displacement rate specified in inchedmin. One method used to determine the 
loading rate is to use a stopwatch and while watching the X-Y chart recorder, time the loads in the initial 
linear region and then calculate a loading rate. In this case, one must make sure not to misjudge the 
linear region. Other methods exist, but some of these involve knowing the machine stiffness, which 
further complicates the calculation. 
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The specimen strength ratio is then calculated. This ratio can be a useful comparative measure of the 
toughness of materials when the specimens are of the same size and form, and the size is not suitable 
to provide a valid Klc result. Given the above measurements and calculations, the user will then proceed 
to perform the validity checks as seen on the second page of the Appendix A work sheet. 

If the user wants to refine the results just calculated the lines on the graph would have to be erased 
replotted, and validity checks depending on the above calculations would have to be performed again. 
One can see if multiple specimens were being tested, how time consuming, tedious, and prone to errors 
the process would be. 

E,, Data Reduction Program - 
To help alleviate the problems of the analog X-Y chart recorder, manual calculations, and validity 
checks, a Klc data reduction program was developed to automate all calculations easily and quickly. By 
automating the data reduction, all curve fits and line intersections will be well defined and more precise. 
This eliminates most manual data reduction and associated errors. The only manual data reduction that 
is the same for both methods is the post-test crack length measurements. The program also allows the 
data to be reprocessed in order to optimize data reduction. The K c  data reduction program reduces any 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) data file. Thus, the K c  data reduction 
program can be used to over check tests performed at other facilities. The KIc data reduction program is 
configured for compact tension specimens with or without side grooves with either a straight through or 
chevron fatigue crack starter notch configuration. The program could also be modified for other 
specimen geometries. 

Four specimens and a subcontractor-supplied ASCII data file were used to validate the Klc data 
reduction program. The specimens tested included: two 71 75 Aluminum specimens (Figs. 1 & 2), one 
4140 steel (Fig. 3), and one nickel base alloy X-750 (Fig. 4). The aluminum specimens were chosen 
because this material was known to produce a valid test. The 4140 material cooled to -200°F was 
predicted to produce a valid test. The X-750 material was known to produce an invalid test due to its 
superior ductility. 

Pronram Function and Benefits 

Automated reduction of the K c  data proceeds according to the following steps: 

1. The program reads a time, load, and crack opening displacement (COD) raw data file and then 
plots load vs. COD on screen. 

Benefit 

There are no scales for the user to set. The program does this automatically. As a result, the Klc 
data reduction program eliminates the validity requirement for the initial slope of the linear portion 
of the curve to lie between 0.7 and 1.5 because the digital data can be scaled with this required 
slope as seen in Figures 1A - 4A. In these figures, the scales were manually manipulated to 
produce the slope between 0.7 and 1.5. Also, the program has the potential to reduce the number 
of specimens that need to be machined and tested; thus, saving total test time and expense. 
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2. The user picks two points encompassing a linear region on the initial linear slope of the data. 

This eliminates the need for reliance on the user’s graphing skills. 

3. The program performs a linear regression analysis on the data between these two points and plots 
a 5% secant line on screen and determines the intersection between the raw data and the 5% 
secant line. 

Benefit 

This eliminates user interpretation of where the lines intersect. 

4. Based on the intersection determined by the program, loads P5 and Pal maximum load, and curve 
type are calculated and the results displayed on the screen 

This eliminates the user interpretation of the values of the required loads. 

It should be noted that a limiting factor with collecting the data digitally is that after the specimen 
breaks (after maximum load) the data collection rate (4-5 Hz) is not fast enough to collect all of the 
final test data. This is evident in the Figure 1-3 series graphs. This data is only needed so the 
program can determine P5; thus, determining Pa. To fill the gaps in the missing digital data, the Klc 
data reduction program performs a linear regression on the load-COD data pair bounding the gap 
and then fills in the missing data every 10 Ibs. Then P5 is determined from this data. It is noted 
that the missing data is probably not linear between these two points. However, with Pa being 
determined as described above, and if the curve is of type 111 (this problem is not inherent with a 
type I or types II curve) where the data gap occurs, the exact value of P5 is unimportant because 
Pa and P,, precede specimen fracture. 

5. A user input screen is then generated, allowing the user to input the specimen dimensions, 
material properties, specimen serial number, test sponsor’s name, and precrack information. 

Benefit 

This step is the same regardless if the manual method or the program is used. The program offers 
the user the choice of reviewing the input data as many times has needed to insure everything has 
been entered correctly. 

6. After all supporting information is provided; calculations and validity checks are performed. 

The time needed to reduce the data for 1 specimen, including the 5 crack length measurements, 
using the Klc data reduction program is approximately 5 minutes compared to approximately 60 
minutes required for the manual method. 

The Klc data reduction program eliminates the problem of calculating a loading rate when the 
loading rate is specified in inchedminute. The program takes the two points that the user selected 
for encompassing the initial slope of the linear region and selects the time - load pair for each point 
and calculates a loading rate in Ibs./min. 
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7. The results are then displayed to the screen for the user to review. 

Benefit 

This eliminates the need to erase and replot the required lines on the test record if the results need 
to be refined. If while viewing the results on screen and the user wants to refine the results, he or 
she may elect to rerun the program and select different points encompassing the initial linear 
region in order to fine tune the results. 

8. Once the user acknowledges the results, they can be written to a file, a printer, both, or neither. 

Benefit 

This has the advantage of easily storing the data for future use. The hard copy of the graph and 
the work sheet is all that can be stored and copied for future use if using the manual method. For 
a large number of specimens, archiving could be a problem. Also, digital data can be transferred 
to the test sponsor electronically. 

9. All user inputs are retained and need not be entered if additional iterations need to be completed 
on the same specimen. 

Benefit 

This is directly related to step 7. It saves time and the associated errors with reentering data again 
if the results are to be refined for a given specimen. 

Va I id at ion 

The comparison of the hand calculations versus the computer calculations can be seen in Appendix A 
and summarized in Table A. The differences between hand calculations and computer calculations are 
due to round-off error and the accuracy with which the required loads can be read from the analog X-Y 
chart recorder. Both sets of calculations are identical within the error inherent in the Klc test. 

Appendix B compares a subcontractor's data report and calculations to the Klc data reduction program 
analysis of the subcontractor supplied ASCII data file. Table B is a summary of the calculations. The 
calculations and validity checks compared exactly except for the Kmte and a minimum crack length 
calculation (i.e., validity check #I 1 of the subcontractor report and validity check #I of the Klc data 
reduction report). The difference in the Kmte calculation is due to the interpretation of the initial slope of 
the linear region of the curve. The difference in the crack length calculation results from the fact that the 
subcontractor did not supply the length of the machined notch. A length of 0.800 inches was assumed 
for this specimen. 

To further validate the program, one can zoom in with the digital graph and with the use of program 
generated pointers, confirm these points exactly. Figures 18 - 4B are graphs of the digital data that 
were analyzed by the program and manually scaled to match the slope of Figures 1A - 4A. The results 
are printed above the graphs. With the exception of Figure 4A, all manual results are within 1 % of the 
computer-analyzed results. Therefore, if the Klc data reduction program results are ever in question, the 
digital data may be plotted and the required loads determined with a high degree of confidence. 
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The manual results of Figure 4A are within 2% of the computer-analyzed results. The reason for the 
increase and discrepancy is that X-750 is a ductile material. It is virtually impossible to have it fail in a 
brittle mode in air. Thus, the initial linear portion of the curve is difficult to interpret. 

It is noted that the work sheet results are also within 1% of the computer-analyzed results with the 
exception of the X-750 specimen. 

Conclusion 

With the data presented here, the Klc data reduction program has been proven to perform satisfactorily. 

It is realized that the Standard Test Method for Measurement of Fracture Toughness, E 1820, exists and 
is intended to replace ASTM Standard E 399 (Klc) among several other fracture toughness standards. E 
399 will either be allowed to expire or balloted for withdrawal at some future date. This K c  data 
reduction program will need to be revised in order to incorporate the requirements of E 1820. 
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Pmax = 4091 Ibs Load vs COD PQ = 4091 Ibs Specimen S/N: mike1 Type Ill Curve . .  

Figure 1 B: Aluminum 71 75 
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Figure 3B: 4140 Steel 
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)c, Work Sheet for CfTl Specimens . .  
‘ t i  . 8 ,  . 

Vvork Request No.: &A- 

Requlnd EnglnmSupplrd Infofmtlon : I 

P n  - Tost Infoamutlon : I 
Test Temperature: I& OF Relathre Humldity: Ah? % X - Y Chart Recorder used: (YN) 1 if,Yes attach Chart 

D.A.S. used (YM) If,Yes: DAS. I.D.# : P L q  FileName: / f i t  ek/L L 047- 

Post & Tist Infomation : I 
Fracture Appearance: $/A 

a, 1 B W 8  a,@: 8 seag 
‘NOTE: If unablr to obtrln all thr mqulmd meisunmentsto mord as (a,.,) then uuthr p m d c  a,mt.nmments perth. Pntrrck Ditr Work S h H t  

Fh18l&CPl~~lftlons: f =  9 e 6 7  I 
I f- Refer to the A S N  Conversion Chart that carresponses with the specimens Final calculated 0. 

Pa - Refer to ASTM E399 
sedan 9.1 .I 

Pm - the maximum load for the 
final 2.6% of ctack growth. (See Pre- 
cracking Data Sheet) 

Load Rate (LJ -actual machine 
speed (Ibshnin) as spedfied by the 
Test Sponsor. 

Specimen Strength Ratio (w: 

Record Kkl. here: 

676 

Now Complete all Validity Checks. 
(over) 



- 
7.3.22 
ab22 

- 
7.3.21 

- 
8.22 

- 
8.22 

- 
8.22 

- 
8.22 

- 
9.1.2 - 

A233 

8.4 

- 
8.24 

A23.3 - 
8.3 

- 
9.1.3 

9.1.3 

- - 
's 
- - 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 
J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 
- - 

COMMENTS: 

*C 
- - 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 
J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 
- - 

& Test Data Record Sheet 
for C(T) Type Specimen(s) 

1. .. Precrack lengths must be 2 0.025W or 0.05 inches. 
Minimum Length = .fi/4 Inches 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Precrack Must emerge from the chevron on both surfaces 
of the specimen. 

aMI must be between 0.45 and 0.55 a@ = -- 
,5@ Inches 

Difference between any Two of (a2, a,, a,) must 
bes.lO'a, ' 

Maximum Difference = ,cVZ< 
0.1 O*a, = Loo 0% Inches 
Difference between a, and a, must be s .10 'a, 
a, - a, = &9? s O.lO*a, = a n c h e s  

a, and a, must be between 0.85a and 1.15a, 
.85,=,k07 115,~ sy! 
a,= /.- q~ .&P 
a, and a, must be between 0.90a, and 1.1 Oa, 

a, = a, = 
P,/ P, must be s 1.10 P,/ P, =l (Ibs) 
0.60' K, must be 2 K- 
K, = ~27~7 KSIflN 0:6*K,= /b& KSlTIN 

.go, = 1.10, = 

Test CUIVB initial slope must be between (0.7 and 1.5) 
Actual Slope = /# 
Fatigue precrack plane m,ust be s 10 Deg. 
Precrack Plane = 4,J Deg. 

K- / E must be, s 0.002 fin K, I E = a DO// 

een 30 and 150 KSI JINh4IN. 
K, = KSI JINIMIN. 
B Must be, 2 R = 2.5' ( K d v s ) T  i 
B= / Inches R= ,&ZB 

a, Must be, 2 R = 2.5' (KQ/YS)"Z in 
= Lead4 Inches R = -5320 a,, 

il 

- C = Chevron Notched Specimen, S = Straight Through Notch Specimen 

3b8 
* 'Prepared By: Date 

7 

Checked By: Date 



PriIiminary information: 

Sponsor: M. R. H e i m  
Spedmen SIN: mike1 
Spedmen Type & Orientation:l .OT-C(T) 
Notch Type: Stralght 
MaterlaYFam A7175 
Heat u n k n m  
Relative Humldty (%): 50 
Modulus (Msi) - 10.4 
PrecrackYS (ksi) - 60.0 
Testing YS (ksi)-W.O 
Preaack Temperaturn CjF) - 75.0 - Test Tenperatrue (je-75.0 

Spedmn Measuremmfs: 

b' 0 

Thickness, B (lnches): 1 
Bnet (Inches): 1 
wldth, w (inches): 2 

Fractrue Test Cradc Lengths: 

Side 1, Ai - 1.OOO4 Inches 
Quartor Polnt 1, A2 = 03940 Inches 
Center Polnt , A3 - 1.0065 Inches 
QuarterPoint2,M- 1.0019 Inches 
Slde2, P5-  0.9914 Inches 

Fatigue Precraddng: 

Preaack Plane = 4.5 
Kmex (ksi(sqrt1n.)) = 10.9 
Cydes for Final 2.5% ofa: 43OOO 
Madmum Fatigue Load (Ibs) = 1600.0 

Test R e s u k  

KQ (ksI(sqR1n.)) - 28.0 
RnaxLoad(ibs)=4091.1 
W (lbs) = 4091.1 
Spedmen strength Ratio = 0.683 
Krate (ksi(sqtt.ln.)/dn) = 64.7 

Validity Checks PerASTh4 E399: 

1. R m c k  lengths rrust be >= 0.05oO or a mnimurn of 0.05 inches 
Minimum Length - 0.1914 Inches 

2. aMI must be betvreen 0.45 and 0.55 
aMI = 0.5004 

3. Difference betvveen anym of (a2, a3, a4) must be c= 0.1001 
Madifference = 0.0125 inches 

4. Difference beheen ai and a5 must be <= .i'a avg 
difference = 0.009 <= .loa avg = 0.1001 inches 

5. a1 and a5 must be betvveen 0.8507 and 1.1509 
a1 = 1.OOO4 a5- 0.9914 

6. Rnax/Wmustbe~=l.lO 

7. 0.60'KQ must be >= Kmax 

PmaX/W= 1.00 

Kmax = 10.9 ksi(sqrtin.) 0.6'KQ = 16.8 ksi(sqrt.in.) 

KmwIE = 0.001052 sqrtin. 

Krate = 64.7 ksi(sqrtln.)/m'n 

B = 1 Inches R=0.5435 i n d m  

8. Kmw I E must be <= 0 . W  sqrtin. 

9. Krate must be belv.wn 30 and 150 ksi(sqrtin.) I m'n 

10. B must be => R = 25'(KQYSJA2 Inches 

11. a must be => R = 2.5'(KQpIs)A2 inches 
aavg= 1.001 inches R-0.5435 inches 

12. The planeofthecrackshall beMin+-lO. 
Crack plane - 4.5 

. 

"* TEST IS VALD PER ASTM - E399; K E  = 28.0 KSI(SQRT.IN.) *- 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 



jCp Work Sheet for CfTl SPecimens 

Crack Length at 
LaR surflee 

a , = / . @ G  

Work Request No.: </a 

/j , Crack Langth at Ldt Crack Length at Cen- Crack Length at Wght Crack Length at Avmgr Cmck Length 
of Center br d Specimen dCenter Rlghtsurfaee (q+ 8 y  +a,W 

a2= A 6 3 9  a3=/.o4d a.,=/&o/ %=/&)7 aAva= / t 0 S Q 6  

Specimen I.D.: 77Ur(oS&L t w3 

Pa - Refer to ASTM E399 
section 9.1 .I /I 

I Rqulrtd Englnwr Suppled Informatton : I 

P- - the maximum load for the 
final 26% of crack growth. (See Pre- 
cracking Data Sheet) 

Slze: /or Material: k/ 7/7c Heat: AE/A LoadlngRi&L,J: ,lo0 ( 6 m l n . )  

Moduluk(E): /D, % (10'pd) 2%6ys: &I (10'psi) Est& 36 (10'psKln) EstPwJc $3 - (I&) 

Speclmen P W K L  Informat!on : 1 - 
B : I W : Final Precrack Load (P 0 'Precracka,: A/& 'PrecrackajW: fr 
Slde 1 Precrack : 7 SIde 2 Precrack : d74 L E T y p e :  Sr Cycles for Final 2 5 %  of a : d / A  

P n  .I Ted lnfomutlon : I 
Test Temperature: k r' OF Relative Humidity: .1/A % X - Y Chart Recorder used: (YM) 

File Name : 

iI,Yes attach Chart 

D.A.S. used (YM) If,Yes: DAS. I.D.# : k!'/ M/ k k 7 . d4f 

Post & Ted I n f o M o n  : I &k= 48 
Fracture Appearance: .1/A- 

*NO= If unable to obhln a11 thr nqulred mmunments to  record as (a,) then use the P m n c k  tmeasurements per the P m n c k  Data Work Sheet 

[ flnal& Calculations: f = * 
I 11 F Refer to the A S N  Conversion Chart that corresponses with the specimens Final calculated w. 

Load Rate (&) - actual machine 
speed ( I b M n )  as specified bythe 
Test Sponsor. 

Record &here: 

i Specimen Strength Ratio (m: 

Record rZ, here: 

05- ! 
Now Complete all Validity Checks. 

(over) 



7.3.22 
h 0,22 

- 
7.3.21 

- 
8.22 

- 
8.22 

- 
8.22 

8.22 

- 
9.1.2 - 
A23.3 

- 
8.4 

8.24 

A23.3 

8.3 

- 
9.1.3 

9.1.3 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

COMMENTS: 

. Validity Checks per ASTM E399 

K,, Test Data Record Sheet 
for Ccr) Type Specimen(s) 

' 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

I O .  

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Precrack lengths must be 2 0.02SW or 0.05 inches. 
Minimum Length = ,2dr Inches 
Precrack Must emerge from the chevron on both surfaces 
of the specimen. 
aAN must be between 0.45 and 0.55 a J W  = -- 
,5773 Inches 

Difference between any Two of (an, as, a,) must 
be< .10'a& 

5 

O l O  

Difference between a, and a, must be ?; .10 *aw 
a, - a, = d e 6  s O.lO*a,= ./63@nches 

a, and a, must be between 0.90aw and 1.1 Oa, . 

a, = a, = 
P,/P,mustbes 1.10 P,/P,=A&(Ibs) 

0.60' K, must e 2 b. 
Khl, -. - /I ,? KSIJ IN '0.6"&= uI* K S I f l N  

Test curve initial slo e 

Fatigue precrack plane must be s 10 Deg. 
Precrack Plane = 9,s. Deg. 

.gowg = 1.10, = 

st be between (0.7 and 1.5) 
Actual Slope = t3s" 

/ E must be, < 0.002 f i n  K,, I E = . 
&* must be between 30 and 150 KSI JINIMIN. 
K,= q3, / KSIJINIMIN. 

B Must be, 2 R = 2.5' (K$/S)"2 in 
B =  r Inches R= ,9393 

am Must be, R = 2.5' 
arvg = /.03& Inches R = 

yllldllmrud 

1. 

2 

--&--- 3. 

vdd 
4. 

5. v u  

* - C = Chevron Notched Specimen, S = Straight Through Notch Specimen 

3 h9 
Prepared By: Date Checked By: Date 



Rilindnuy Morrnation: 
* c  a .  

Sponso~M.R.Heiman . 
SpedmenW: MIKE2 
Spedmen Type & 0rientation:l .OTC(T) 
Notch Type: Straight 
WrwIForm: A 7175 
Heat: unhw 
Relative Humidity (%): 50 
Modulus (Msi) = 10.4 
PrecrpdcYS (ksl)=60.0 
T d n g  YS ( ki) = 60.0 
Recndc Temporaturn (.IF) = 75.0 

-Test Tanp.rPtrue cia = 75.0 

Specimen Measurements: 

Thidoress, B (Inches): 1 
h o t  (inches): 1 
wdih, w (lnciles): 2 

Fractrue Test Cradc Len*: 

Side 1, A1 = 1.0123 Inches 
QuarterPointl,A2= 1.0230 hches 
CSnterPolnt, A3= 1.0406 hches 
Qua* Point 2, A4 = 1.0301 Inches 
Slde2, E =  1.0017 Inches 

Fatigur Preaaddng: 

Reaack Mane - 4.5 
Kmax (ksi(sqn1n.)) - 11 5 
Cydes for Flnal2.5% ofa: 43OOO 
Mudmum Fatigue Load (lbs) = 1600.0 

Test Resuh: 

KQ (ksi(sqnin.)) = 36.4 
Pmw Laad (lbs) = 5265.8 

Spedmen Strength Ratio = 0.948 
Krate (kd(sqkfn.)/ndn) = 71.7 

w (lbs) = 5042.0 

ValidltyChedcs W'MTM E399:. _ _  
1, Fmmdc lengths must be >= 0.O500 or a minimum of 0.05 inches 
Minlmum L e n N  - 0.2017 Inches 

aMI = 0.5173 
2. aMI must be between 0.45 and 0.55 

3. DMerence between a n y h  of (a2, a3, a4) must be <= 0.1035 

4. Difference betwen a1 and a5 must be <= .lea avg 
difference = 0.0108 <=.l'aavg = 0.1035 inches 

5. a i  and a5 must be between 0.8794 and 1.1898 
a l =  1.0123 a5= 1.0017 

6. Fmx/ W must be <= 1.10 

Maxdifference - 0.0105 inches 

Fmx/w= 1.04 

7. 0.60'KQ must be >= Kmax 
Kmax = 11.5 ksi(sqrt1n.) 0.6'KQ = 21.8 ksi(sqrtin.) 

KmaxlE = 0.001109 sqtln. 

Krate = 71 J 

B = 1 Inches R=0.9178 inches 

8. Kmaxl E must be <= 0.002 sqRin. 

9. Krate must be between 30 and 150 ksi(sqrtin.) I min 

10. B must be => R - 2.5'(KCWS)Y inches 

11. a must be => R = 2S'(KCWS)A2 inches 
a avg = 1.035 inches R = 0.9178 inches 

12. Theplaneoftheaadcshall beMin+-lO. 
Crack plane = 4.5 

ksi(sqrt.in.) I mn 

On TEST IS VALID PER ASTM - E399; K C  = 36.4 KSI(SQRT.IN.) '** 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 



. ' . & Work Sheet for Cm Soecimens 
w * -- 
1 .  

. * '  - -  
Work Request No.: JyA- Specimen I.D.: 411 -sLR .(rcuLCz) . 

Swiman Pncntlt I n f o W o n  : 
Bvu;t-= 94s 1 
B: 6 W: Final Precmck Load ( P A :  //bo Precrack a, : Precrack a/w : 4 ..6&d 
Slde 1 Precrack : - - Side 2 Precrack : NotchType: S z  CycfesforFlnal25%ofa: -- 
P n  T a t  Inform.tlon : I 

Test Temperature: -260 OF Relative Humldlty: '!!A YI X - Y Chart Recorder used: WIN) y- if,Yes attach Chart 

D.A.S. used WIN) )d &Yes: DAS. I.D.# : E?/ File Name : At f%3 d* 
Port & T a d  Information : I - 

Fracture Appearance: 

E Refer to the ASTM Conversion Chart that corresponses with the spedmens Final calculated a. 
Pa - Refer to ASTM E399 
&on 9.1 .l 

P- -the mmhnum load forthe 
final 2.5% of crack growth. (See Pre- 
cracking Data Sheet) 

Record &hem: I RecordK-hwe: 

Load Rate (LJ -actual machine 
speed ( I b M n )  as specifii bythe 
TestSponsw. 

++ 
Record & here: 

Specimen Strength Ratio (W: 

I Record F& here: 

Now Complete all Validity Checks. 
(ova0 



. -  vaiiarry GnecKs per A+ I M 
- .  

= 
'S 

- - 
J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

, J  

J 

J 

J 
- - 

i<fc Test Data Record Sheet 
for C(T) Type Specimen(s) 

1. . ' Precrack lengths must be 2 0.0257N or 0.05 inches. 
Minimum Length = . \3.- I Inches 

7.322 
6 8.22 

Precrack Must emerge from the chevron on both surfaces 
of the specimen. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

I 2 

44- 
73.21 

- 
422 

I 3. 

m& 
aMI ust be between 0.45 and 0.55 a* = -0 

4 .!&& Inches 

-Difference between any Two of (q, q, a,) must 
be s .lO'a, 
Maximum Difference = 
0.1 O*a, = .bL772 Inches 
Difference between a, and a, must be s .10 *a, 
a, - a, = s O.lO*a,= a c h e s  

t a q? 
~ 

8.22 

a, and a, must be between 0.90% and 1.1 Oa, 

a, = a, = 
P,/ Pa must be s 1.10 P-I P , = L  (Ibs) 

0.60' K, mu be 2 & 
K, = 233 KSI 4IN 0.6*K, = 37. a KSI JIN 
Test curve initial slo e must be between (0.7 and 1.5) 
ActualSlope= /? 7 
Fatigue precrack plane m t be s 10 Deg. 
Precrack Plane = 4. ru" .Deg. 

.90,, = 1 A O w  = 

9.1.2 

A23.3 

8.4 /I 
8.24 

A233 K- / E must be, s 0.002 J i n  K, I E = .B7& 

must be b tween 30 and 150 KSI J INhI lN.  
K,= d . 3  KSI JINIMIN. 

0.3 

9.1.3 B Must be, 2 R = 2 3  ( K d y S ) T  in 
B =  .$% Inches R = . f  . .' 

a, Must be 2 R = 2.S (KQNS)";! in 
azva = .&kLlnches R =  04  

9.1.3 

COMMENTS: 

- C = Chevmn Notched Specimen, S = Straight Through Notch Specimen - 
Checked By: Date Prepared By: Date 



Preliminary Information: 

Sponsoc M. R. Heiman 
Spedmen WN: mike3 
Spsdmen Typa &Orientation: 0.6T-C(T) 
Notch Type: Straight 
MatetiaUFom 4140 
Heat: u n k n m  
Relative Humidity (%): 50 
Modulus (Msi)  = 30.0 
Preasck ys = 120.0 
Testing YS (hi) = 125.0 
RearckTemperaiura = 75.0 

b 1 

"TestTempentrue(.iF)=-200.0 

Spedmen Meuuremenb: 

Thickness, B (Inches): 0.6 
Bnet (Inches): 0.48 
Wldth, W (Inches): 19 

Fractrua Test Crack Lengths: 

Sldr 1, A1 = 0.6958 Inches 
auartar Point 1, A2 = 0.6802 Inches 
Centerhint, A35 0.6753 Inches 
Quarter Point 2, A4 = 0.6761 Inches 
SIde2, A5= 0.6972 Inches 

Fatigue Reaaddng: 

Preaack Plane = 4.5 
Kmax (ksl(sqR1n.)) = 23.6 
Cydes for Final 2.5% of a: 43OOO 
Maxinum Fatigue Load (Ibs) = 1160.0 

Test Results: 

KQ (ksl(sqRin.)) = 502 
Rnw Load (lbs) = 2470.6 
W (It#) = 2470.6 
Specimen StranM Ratio - 0.927 
b t e  (ksl(sqrLln.)/min) = 86.3 

Validity Chedcs Per ASTM E399: 

1. Preaack lengttu must be >= 0.0300 or a m'nimum of 0.05 inches 
Minimum Lenw = 0.1353 Inches 

2. aMI must be b e W n  0.45 and 0.55 
aMI = 0.5643 

3. Difference betwen a n y b  of (a2, a3, a4) must be <= 0.06Z' 

4. Difference betwen a1 and a5 must be <= .l'a avg 

Maxdifferenw = 0.0049 inches 

difference = 0.0014 <= .l*a avg = 0.06772 inches 

5. a i  and a5 must be between 0.5756 and 0.7788 
a1 - 0.6958 a5= 0.6972 

6. Pmw I W must be <= 1.10 

7. 0.60'KQ must be >= Kmaw 

8. Kmax I E must be <= 0 . W  sqRln. 

9. Krab must be behen 30 and 150 ksl(sqh1n.) I m n  

Plllax/W= 1.00 

Kmax = 23.6 ksi(sqRin.) 0.6'KQ = 28.9 ksi(sqrtln.) 

Kmaxl E = 0.000786 sqrtln. 

b t e  = 86.3 ksi(sqrtln.)/mn 

Bnet = 0.48 inches R=0.4035 inches 
10. Bnet must be =* R = 2.5'(KQpIs)A2 Inches 

11. a must be -> R = 2.5'(KQ/YS)Y inches 

12. The plane of the crackshall bewithin +- 10. 

aavgr 0.6772 inches R=0.4035 inches 

Crack plane = 4.5 

'"TEST Is INVALID PER ASTM - E399; KQ = 50.2 KSI(SQRT.IN.) 

VALID 

INVALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VAUD 

VALID 

VALID 

VWD 

VALID 

VALID 



4 -  d. a .  Work Sheet for CmSo ec imens 

Work Request No.: dl4 Specimen I.D.: +t/u 5- I=/  ( d e  s> 
I RWUlnd ElWhUf8UDDkd lnfomtrtlan : t 

Pm - T.rt 1-n : I 
Test Temperature: 'zd) OF Relatfve Humldlty: ' ??  % X -Y Chart Recorder used: (Y/N) E If,Yes attach Chart 

DAS. us8d (Yd) Y lf,Yes: DAS. I.D.#: ft= Flle Name : Mtkc ti. #/ 

Post & Test Infofmatfon : I 
I ;  

Crack Length at Lal CncL Length at Can- CRdt Lrngth at RlgM C m k  Length at Average Cnct Length 
&Cantar tarof Spaelmen ofcantar RlgM suma (4 + ., +r,W I 

a,: 8 6 942 a&: , c7g 5' 

V O W  tf unrblo to O h l n  el1 the requlnd mnrunments to record 8s (8-) then use the Precrack mrrmnrnants pwthe P m c k  Dttr Work Shoat 

nnrt catairtlonr: f = 
1- Refer to the ASTM Conversion Chart that corresponses with the specimens Final calculated w. 
P,, - Refer to ASTM E399 P- - the maximum load for the 
section 9.1 .l final 2.6% of crack growth. (See Pre- 

cracking Data Sheet) Test Sponsor. 

Load Rate (LJ - actual machine 
speed (Ibdmin) as specified by the 

Specimen Strength Ratio (R& 

I I I 

Record &here: Record & hwe: Recotd K, here: Record &here: 

Now Complete all Validity Checks. 
(over) 



4 -  G 

' Validity Checks per ASTM H 

8.22 

- 
8.22 

- 
9.1.2 - 

A23.3 

- 
11.4 

- 
8.24 

A23.3 

8.3 

9.1.3 

- 
9,1.3 

- - 

- 
'S 

= 
J 

J 

J 

:I : 

J 

d 

1. 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 
- - 

2OMMENTS: 

- 
*C 

- - 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 
- - 

~ 

&Test Data Record Sheet 
for CUI Type SPecbnenfs) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

.7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

'13. 

14. 

15. 

' Precrack lengths must be 2 0.025W or 0.05 inches. 
MinirnurnLength= /&% Inches 
Precrack Must emerge from the chevron on both surfaces 
of the specimen. 

aMI must be between 0.45 and 0.55 a , $ V  = -- 
5785 Inches 

Difference between any Two of (+, 4, a,) must 
bes.10'a- . 
Maximum f ierence = 0096 
O.lO*a,= 6 9 4 2  Inches 
Difference between a, and a,, must be s .10 'aw 
a, - a, = 0/8S s O.lO*a, =&%fZlnches 

a, and as must be between 0 85a and 1.1 Sa, 
.85, = I S O /  1 .15, = **798? 

a, and a, must be between 0.90a, and 1 .l Oa, 

a, = a,, = 
P,/P,mustbes 1.10 P,!PQ=/.48(Ibr) 

0.60' K, must be 2 )Ghr 

a, = 6SC.Z a,= , 7 6 4  0 

.go, = 1.10, = 

K, = 8 KSIJIN 0.6*&= 5-5. 9 KSIJIN 

Test curve initial slope must be between (0.7 and 1.5) 
Actual Slope = b s' 

Fatigue precrack plane must be 5 10 Deg. 
Precrack Plane = 4'. Deg. 

/ E must be, s 0.002 J i n  K- I E = . m8z 7 
must be between 30 and 150 KSI JINIMIN. 

KR, = 52.  a KSI JINIMIN. 
B Must be 2 R = 2.5' (KdyS)"2 in 
B = . 4b Inches R =  ( t  302- 

a, Must be, 2, R = 2.5' (KCWS)"2 in 

3. 

4. & 

2.8. 

M 

15. 

d/& 

- C = Chevron Notched Specimen, S = Straight Through Notch Specimen 

Prepared By: Date Checked By: Date 



Priliminaty infom@on: 

Sponsor: M. R. H e l m  a 

S p e d m  SIN: M1265.1531 
Specimen Type 81 Orlentatlon: 0.6T-CO 
Notch Type: Sbalght 
Matorl.VFomr.W50 
Heatunknobw 
Rolattw Humidity (%): 50 
Modulus 0 = 30.0 
Recnck Ys 0 = 120.0 
Testing Ys (kd) - 129.0 
Rsarck TIllrptKlturs = 75.0 

SpedmMeuurements: 

- & . %  e .  

--Test TMII~~IUO CF) -200.0 

Thldole~~~, B (Inches): 0.6 
Bnet (Inches): 0.48 
wldth, W (Inchar): 1.2 

Fracbue Test Crack Lengths: 

Slde 1, A1 - 0.6852 Inches 
Quahr Point 1, Az - 0.6999 Inches 
CenterPoint, A3= 0.6903 Inches 
Quarter Polnt2, A4 = 0.6923 Inches 
Side2, AS- 0.7040 Inches 

Fatlgue Pmuaddng: 

Reaadc plana = 4 5  
Kmax (ksi(sqnin.)) - 24.8 
Cydes for RnaJ2.5% of a: 43OOO 
Madmum Fdgue Load (Ibs) = 1160.0 

Test Resub. 

KQ (ksl(sqnin.)) = 94.8 
Rnax h d  Ob) - 6437.4 

Spedmn Strength Ratio - 2.514 
Kmta (kd(sqnin.)/min) - 92.0 

ValidiIy Ch& Per ASTM E399: 

w (lbs) - 4430.9 
1. Rear& h g f h  must be >= 0.03oO or a dnimum of 0.05 inches 
Minimum Length - 0.1452 inches 

2. aMI rmst be between 0.45 and 0.55 
SMI = 0.5785 

3. DMerenm between any 

4. Difference blween a1 and a5 nust be c= .loa avg 

of (a2, a3, a4) must be c= 0.0694 
Madifference = 0.0096 inches 

difference - 0.0188 <= .lga avg = 0.06942 inches 

a1 - 0.6852 a5- 0.7040 

6, Rnax/Wmustbec=l.lO 

5. a1 and a5 must be betwen 0.5900 and 0.7983 

pmw/w= 1.45 

7, 0.60'KQ must be >= Kmax 

8. Kmutl Emust be - 0.002 sqhin. 

Kmax = 24.8 kd(sqrt1n.) OPKQ = 52.9 ksi(sqrtin.) 

KmaxlE - 0.000827 sqRin. 

Krate = 92.0 

Bnet = 0.48 inches R-1.3505 inches 

9. Krab must be betvveen 30 and 150 ksi(sqrtin.) I m'n 

10. Bnet must be => R = 2.5'(KQIys)Y inches 

11. a rmst be => R = 2S*(KQ/YS)Z inches 
a avg = 0.6942 Inches 

12. The plane oftheaackshall be&hln +- 10. 
Crack plana - 4.5 

ksl(sqrtln.) I m n  

R = 1.3505 inches 

'*TEST IS INVALID PER ASTM - E399; KQ 94.8 KSI(SQRT.IN.) *** 

VALID 

INVALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

INVALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

INVALID 

INVALID 

VALID 





Specimen ID Pa (Itp) P,,, (Ibs) KQ (ksi*in”2) Kmte (ksi*in’”)lmin Rsc 
Vendor Values 41 34 41 34 27 80.9 0.601 

Vendor Computer Values 41 34 41 34 27 74.4 0.601 
Delta % 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.74 0.00 

R=2.5*(KQNS)2 

0.44 
0.4397 
0.07 



ALLOY G T m P k :  7050-T7451 
PRODUCT TEICwfESS: 3.500 
TEST DATE: 041098 
PRECRACK YIELD STB. (Y%) : 64.3 A S 1  
TEST TYPE b OR=: I.OOO-C(T) S-L 

TESTING YIELD S T L ( Y s 2 ) :  64.3 KSI 

, P.O. 10.2 
P.L. NO.: 
?fATEBIbL sPEc.3 
TESTLOC 3uMBEX: 
PRODUCT: PLATE 

b SPECIXEN KEASUREKQlTSr CRbCK ~ C I H s  - 0.953 IH. 
ARTER POfaT 1 (A21 - 0.962 Ill. 

DARTER 20m (A41 m 0.969 IN. 
GNTZB PO= (A31 0.962 IH- - 0.958 IN. 
p” ..  T H I C S S  ( 8 )  - 0,995 MT. 

WIDTH (V) - 1.997 m. 
AVE. CRACK LEHCTB (AI - 0.964 IN. 

HEIGHT (2E) - 2.400 IN. s ID& 2 (AS) 
FRACTURE A P P E A W C E  
TOTAL, WSDTX (ul) - 2.s00 IN. 
NOTCH TO HOLE (a) - 0.550 IN. 

- 9f FRACTION OBLIQUE 

FATIGUE PRECUCKIHG SVMIbRTz * 
MAXUmn FATIGUE LOAD - 1600 LBS LOAD U T I 0  - +O. l  

, =(HAXI . 1 0 - 4  XSI(SQRT.IH.) CYCLES - 83000 
TEST GCeSULTSt 

CANDIDATE LOAD (PQI - 4134 LBS MAX’IHIR[ LOAD ( P W )  - 4134 LBS 
SPECIHEN STX$NGTH RATIO - 0.601 KQ - 27.0 XSI(SQRT,IN.) X-RATE 80.9 XSI (SQRT.IN)jHIH 

. I  
VALIDITY CBECKS PER ASTU E399 & 8645 

c 

1. B llDST BE > OB = 8-2.5*( YS **2 . 
B - 0,995 B = Y 4 4 b  

2. A MUST BE > OR Rw2*5*( YS)*’2 
A - 0.964 P =?440 BE < OB - 1.10 

0.45 AllD 0.55 

TWO OF K,A3,A4 MUST BE OR 0 .l*A 
HAX. D I F F  - 0.007 O.lO*A - 0.096 

6 .  Al hbTD a5 MUST BE BETU’EEi 0-819 ISHD 1.109. 
Al - 0.953 AS - 0.958 

7 .  DIFFERENCE BEIUEEH dl AND AS MUST BE < OX - .I*A 
DIFFERENCE - 0.005 

8. 0.60*K WST BE > OR - RFW) 
Kp(d) - 10-4 E I ( S  ET.= 

9. KF(KAx1 E MUST BE < 08 = O.& 
KF(HAX( E - 0.001 

O.lO*A - 0.096 
0,6+KQ - 16.2 KSX(SQB1.M.) 

10. G R A T E  dST BE BETUEEZI 30 AlUl IS0 XSI(SQRT.~.>lHXN 

11. PRECRACK LENGTHS HIJ T BE > B - 0,02S*U OR 0.05 D. 
1 2 .  FATIGUE PRECRACK PLANE WIJST BE < OB - 10 DEG. 
13. TEST CURVES INITIAL SLOPE MUST BE BE- 0.7 BM] 1.5 

GRATE - 8 1  KSI ( S  RT-IU.] MXN ’ 

MH. UXGTH - 0.158 Ill. 
! 6  

O.OZS*W OR 0.050 - 0.050 IN. 

ACTUAL SLOPE = 1.3 

VALID 
VALID 

.VALID 

VALID 

VALID 
VALID 
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*** ALL VALIDITY L HECKS ARE VALID ; KIC = 27.0 KSi(SQ#T.IN.) *** 
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Flflirro 6: Alirmlnum 7060 



Reiiminary information: 

Sponsor: NIA 
Spedmen SM: vendor 
Spedmen Type & brientation:.l.W(T) 
Notch Type: Straight 
MateriPVFomr Pl705o/ptm 
Heatl7451 
Relative Humidity (%): 16 
M ~ ~ U I U S  (MSO = loa 
ReaadcYS (ksi)=643 
Testing YS (ks i )  = 64.3 
Reaadc Tengemturn efq - 75.0 

-Test Temperatrue irg.0 

Spedrnen Measurernenk 

Thickness, B (lnches): 0395 
Bnet (lnches): 0.995 
Wldtfr, W (inches): 1.997 

Fracbue Ted Crack Lengths: 

, G I  t-' 

Side 1, A1 = 0.9530 hches 
Quarter Point 1, A2 = 09620 inches 
ConterPolnt, A3= 0.9620 inches 
Quarter Point 2, A4 - 0.9690 inches 
Slde2, A5= 0.9580 hcfies 

Fatigue Rearcklng: 

Rmdc Mane = 4.5 
Kmax (ksi(sqtin.)) = 10.4 
Cydes for Final 2.5% of a: 83OOO 
Maximum Fatigue Load (lbs) = 1600.0 

Test R e s u b  

KQ (ksi(sqt1n.)) = 27.0 
Pnax Load (lbs) = 4134.0 
W (lbs) = 4134.0 
SpedrnenStrength Ratio = 0.601 
Krate (ksi(sqrtln.)Imin) - 74.4 

Validity Checks Per ASTM E399: 

1. Rmck lengths rust be >= 0.0499 or a mfnimrm of 0.05 indres 
Minimum Length - 0.1530 inches 

2. ~IW must be between 0.45 and 055 
SMI = 0.4829 

3. Difference b e h e n  any& of (a2, a3, a4) must be e= 0.0964 
Maxdflerenw - 0.007 inches 

4. Difference b e h e n  a1 and a 5  mist be c= .l'a avg 
difference = 0.005 c- .lea avg = 0.09643 inches 

5. a1 a n d a 5 m u s t b e b e h w n  0.8197 and 1.1090 
a1 = 0.9530 a 5 =  0.9580 

6. Rnax/PQmustbec=l.lO 
Prnax/w= 1.00 

7. 0.60'KQ must be >= Kmy( 
Kmax = 10.4 ksi(sqrtln.) 0.6'KQ = 162 ksi(sqrtin.) 

8. Kmaxl E must be <r 0.002 sq t in .  

9. Krate must be betwen 30 and 150 ksi(sqrtin.) I nin 

10. B must be => R 2S(KQNS)Y inches 

KmaxlE - 0.001013 sqRin. 

Krate = 74.4 

B = 0.995 inches R.10.4397 inches 

ksi(sqRin.) I m'n 

11. a must be => R = 25*(KQNS)A2 Inches 

12. The plane of the uadc shall be vithin +- 10. 

a avg = 0.9643 Inches 

Cradc plane = 4.5 

R = 0.4397 inches 

*-TEST is VALID PER ASTM - E399; KK: = 27.0 KSI(SQRT.IN.) 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 

VALID 
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Figure 5A: Aluminum 7050 


